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CV
• Editor of dissertations, monographs and 

edited book volumes (Dutch and English).
• Delegate of the Board of Examiners at the 

Faculty of Architecture.

• Research report editor (Dutch and English).
• Editor monthly magazine Bouwmarkt (in Dutch).
• Former editor magazine Cost management in the 

Building sector & Infra sector (in Dutch).



Why write a research report?

• Proof of academic research skills and report 
skills.

• To explain your method of working.
• To record found results.
• Communication between scholars.
• To inform other parties (clients, press).
• Dissemination as condition for research 

grants.



Academic skills are monitored by 
accreditation committee

Inholland University of Applied Sciences students were denied 
their certificate



Academic trainings not approved by accreditation committee

Health sciences approved too many undergraduate theses

Communication training approved 1 in 5 theses wrongfully





What is asked for?
• A: Complete document, including problem 

definition, account of research design/tests/ 
model building, account of implementation, 
presentation of the results, and evaluation. Also a 
correct arrangement of this.

• B: Research embedded in academic and societal 
context. 

• C: Academic writing skills and correct use of 
language. 

• D: Correct lay-out (length of texts; tables and 
figures).



(A) Complete document: 
Adequate title

• Title of your report should represent your 
research subject.

• Advertise in it what you have processed or 
developed.

• Use significant keywords in the title and 
possibly in a subtitle.





• Smart / Building logistics / An inquiry into the suitability of 
SBL compared to the traditional handling in the completion 
phase 

• Building logistics 2.0 / Towards an efficient building process 
/ An inquiry into the pros and cons of building logistics 
concepts seen from an efficiency perspective and the 
suitability of these concepts for inner city projects

• Building logistics 2.0 / Towards an efficient building process 
/ An inquiry into the suitability of innovative building 
logistics concepts in inner city projects and the pros and 
cons of these concepts seen from an efficiency perspective





• HBU method for vacant offices. A valuation 
determination

• Valuation of vacancies seen from a reuse 
potential angle

• Valuation seen from a reuse potential angle. 
An assessment method for the valuation of 
structural vacant offices 



(A) Complete document: 
Table of contents

• Composition of the report in relevant 
chapters, sections and subsections with 
sensible titles. 

• Chapter and section titles should show the 
structure of your research (research steps). 

• Don’t forget Literature and Appendices.
• Appendices have also titles. 









(A) Complete document: 
Introduction

• What’s happening in your field of expertise 
that made you choose your subject? 

• What is the knowledge gap? (Problem 
analysis)

• What is the scientific relevance and what is 
the relevance for society (social, economic)? 
Don’t mix them up.



(A) Complete document: 

• What will be your contribution to the scientific 
community? New facts, new theory, new 
model, new product, tests, falsification? 

• Who should read your report and why? 
Academic colleagues, government officials, 
industry representatives?



(A) Complete document: 
Research questions

• Main question and subquestions, well 
defined.

• Compose one or more research questions, but 
not too many and not too broad. Don’t be too 
ambitious; your time is limited; you cannot 
answer them all properly.

• Narrow them down: what exactly is your 
research about? No more, no less. 







(A) Complete document: 
Methodology 

• What method will you use and why?
• How are you going to perform the research? 

(describe it in detail) 
• Desk research, theory development research, 

theory testing, data collection and analysis, 
design process, falsification?

• Describe the process of gathering your data. 



(A) Complete document: 
Research model

• Design a research model (structure of the 
research) and describe it step by step.







(A) Complete document: 
The actual research, case study 

Describe:
• The model design process and testing, or
• Data collection, processing and evaluation, or
• SWOT analysis, or
• Other research methods.



(A) Complete document: 
Results

• Discuss the results in detail, step by step.
• Did you succeed in answering all your research 

questions thoroughly? If not (completely) 
explain why not. Don’t ignore them.

• Conclusions must be evidence based. Do they 
really match your findings? Do not jump to 
conclusions.

• Is something missing or odd?



(A) Complete document: 
Conclusions and evaluation

• Present all your research questions once 
more.

• Reflection on your own work:
• What is the impact of your conclusions? What 

is your contribution to the science discourse? 
• Extra: Looking back, was your research 

process to your satisfaction?



• Any advice or research subjects for the future?
• What kind of advice would you give your 

successor?



(A) Complete document: 
Relevant literature

• A list of publications referred to or cited from 
(including page numbers) and webpages 
including dates of visit. 

• Use relevant academic literature. Go for the 
source.

• Don’t copy pages of text from other sources, 
just outline them, link them to your research 
and comment them.

• Dare to question its quality and outcome. 



• Your report is a scientific publication. Notes, 
citations and sources should be in order, 
according to convention. Use one style, such 
as APA (American Psychology Association).

• Know the differences between notes1

(additional side information) and references 
(Brown, 2013).



(A) Complete document: 
Appendices

• Put all the extras in appendices or separate 
documents in order to compose a coherent 
body of text in the chapters.

• Clearly refer to the appendices.
• Overview of who you interviewed, and a short 

review of the results.
• Copy of the questionnaire, if you used one.
• Background data.



(B) Academic context
• The knowledge gap you defined.
• The way you tackle the research (thorough 

analysis, problem definition, systematic 
approach, comparative assessment).

• There should be a balance between desk research 
and actual research and between citations and 
your own text. 

• Someone else shouldn’t have to do the job again.
• Analyse the results and put your findings 

opposite that of others.



(B) Societal and economic context

• Can the results of your research be used in 
society, directly or indirectly?

• Is there any benefit to be gained?





(C) Academic writing skills

• Systematic, objective, proper use of 
terminology, verifiable, well-defined data, 
limitations of the research recognized, main 
issues separated from side issues.



(C) Correct use of language

• Notice the difference between UK and US 
spelling and meaning.

• Explain all abbreviations.
• Take the reader by the hand.
• Language should be unambiguous and 

explicit, not casual. 



Correct use of tenses: 
• Present tense (judgments, statements, facts) 

[The author argues that…; In chapter 5 you 
find…].

• Past tense (past events and situations) [Ten 
interviews were held].

• Present perfect – the ‘have’ form (statements 
about research up until now) [So far, 
researchers have developed….].





(D) Correct lay-out: Length of report, 
chapters and sections

• Do not compose chapters and sections of only 
a few lines but construct significant unities of 
coherent text. Use: so, however, following, 
etc.

• Properly presenting newly-gained research 
material is one of the aims of your master 
thesis.

• A moderate number of pages will do.



(D) Correct lay-out: Tables and figures

• Present your data in tables and figures, name 
them properly and number them properly.

• First explain what can be read from the 
table/figure, then always refer to it.



• Tables and figures could more or less tell the 
same story as your text does. Always describe 
what can be read from a table or figure.







Figure 1: Gas consumption in dwellings across label 
categories with ± 1 st. deviation 





What not to do, preferably?
• Do not start every chapter with ‘Introduction’.
• Do not end every chapter with ‘Summary’. 
• No bold or italic in your running text but only 

plain text (bold and italic suggest a lack of 
capability to say things properly).

• Avoid long citations (tell in your own words the 
results of your desk research).

• No four-figured sections (and keep three-figure 
sections to a minimum). 



• Don’t waste time on non-relevant pictures. 



• Avoid curious graphs.



To end with…

• Take your research serious but enjoy it too.
• Be proud of your work.
• Make your work available to others.
• Write an article about your report for a non-

scientific magazine.





Help wanted?

If in doubt, or in need of advise:
• Dirk Dubbeling
• Publication office, OTB – Research for the built 

environment
• d.j.dubbeling@tudelft.nl

mailto:d.j.dubbeling@tudelft.nl

